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Girl Meets Gown (Series 1)

6 x 60'

EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. Episode 001

Sisters Lindsay and Lauren plan to share a dress; a free-spirited Jessica wants an “earthy” gown
for her forest wedding; and there’s no room for error when 10 bridesmaids come for their first
fitting just 48 hours before the wedding!

2. Episode 002

Mariannella has her heart set on a dress that Stardust doesn’t carry, so can stylist Wendy perform
a miracle? Kim moved to Dallas for her fiancé, but wishes her mom was with her during gown
shopping. And cowgirl Misty challenges Stardust by making two difficult requests.

3. Episode 003

Julie plays fashion designer as she takes risks with her dress; while indecisiveness has caused
Kelly to consider paying for two wedding gowns; and Rita’s poor body image makes dress
shopping a challenge.

4. Episode 004

Hannah wants a gown that’s red carpet worthy; Laurie's gown choice may be in jeopardy; and
Liesl creates a challenge with each gown she tries on.

5. Episode 005

A jilted bride gives her dress to Stardust; meanwhile a stylist offers a deaf bride an unbelievable
gift; Tauri vows to lose weight before her beach wedding; and Shelley's always been obsessed
with wedding gowns, but will she be able to narrow down her choices when it's time to purchase a
dress?

6. Episode 006
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Stylist Marianne is caught between porn star KodiKay and her conservative family. But just when
they all agree on style, KodiKay wants to redesign it into a one-of-a-kind gown. Tiffany is looking
for a classic gown for her second wedding. But Tiffany's heart breaks when her limited budget
gets in the way. When a rival salon ruins Ashley's dress, she comes to Stardust with an impossible
deadline.


